Geometrical frustration and competing orders in the dipolar trimerized triangular lattice
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We introduce and explore low-energy configurations in two-dimensional arrays consisting of Ising-type dipolar coupled nanomagnets lithographically defined onto three-nanomagnet vertices arranged in a triangular coordination. Thus, the system is dubbed the trimerized triangular lattice. Employing synchrotron-based photoemission electron microscopy, we perform temperature-dependent magnetic imaging of moment configurations. These states are then characterized in terms of spin correlations and magnetic structure factors. The results reveal a competition between ferromagnetic and vortex dominated orders, which can be controlled by varying the relevant lattice parameter and the corresponding competing interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial spin ices are nanomagnetic systems consisting of monodomain Ising-type nanomagnets that are lithographically defined onto two- and three-dimensional lattices [1–21]. While initially introduced as two-dimensional artificial analogs to pyrochlore spin ice [22], they have increasingly become a popular playground to directly visualize the consequences of geometrical spin frustration using appropriate imaging techniques [23], particularly after the realization of thermally induced moment fluctuations at experimentally accessible temperatures [7]. Studies range from real-time observations of thermal fluctuations in classical artificial kagome [7,14] and square spin ice [24,25], the realization of reduced and elevated effective dimensionality [10,26] to the first attempts in achieving artificial Ising spin glasses [27]. Interest in these systems was spurred further by observations of field- and temperature-driven dynamics of emergent magnetic monopoles in macroscopically degenerate artificial square ice structures [13,19], field-induced phase coexistence in a quadrupolar artificial spin ice [28], and extensive studies on the dynamic response of artificial spin ice systems [29–33] and tunable hybrid systems [34,35]. In addition, colloidal and macroscopic artificial spin ice systems have also gained increasing popularity [36–40].

Among all nanomagnetic systems mentioned above, artificial kagome spin ice, with its strict ice-rule obedience [7,14], extensive degeneracy, short-range order, and nontrivial ground state [14,41–43], has attracted a considerable amount of research interest over the past years. The ice-rule obeying three-nanomagnet kagome vertices or trimers also served as basic building blocks for various artificial frustrated systems with mixed coordination numbers [8,11,17,44], where these vertices are combined either with the well-known four-nanomagnet vertices from artificial square ice [2,24] or the six-nanomagnet vertices appearing in artificial triangular spin ice patterns [45,46]. Artificial triangular spin ice has been investigated both in its nanomagnetic form [45,46] and colloidal version [38]. In both cases, it has been shown to lack strong frustration or extensive ground-state degeneracy. As a result, it is expected to access long-range order once thermally activated, similar to two-dimensional artificial square ice [24,47]. This raises the question whether a strategy can be implemented, to reorganize the triangular lattice, so that it would exhibit a higher degree of frustration and competing orderings.

In the present work, we address this question by introducing a nanomagnet geometry that shares elements of both artificial kagome and triangular spin ice systems. We dub it the trimerized triangular lattice. To form this lattice, three-nanomagnet vertices or trimers [see Fig. 1(a)] are arranged periodically with a 60° coordination, resulting in an array as depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). A unique situation emerges in this geometry: First, dipolar interaction between the moments at the trimers [see J1 in Fig. 1(a) and α and β in Fig. 1(b)] try to enforce ice-rule domination (two-in/one-out or one-in/two-out). Second, interactions between α and γ nanomagnets [see Fig. 1(b) and J2 in Fig. 1(a)] prefer the formation of clockwise and anticlockwise vortices. These two
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FIG. 1. (a) Trimerized triangular lattice. Dipolar-coupled Ising-type nanomagnets (red stadium shapes) occupy the sites of kagome three-nanomagnet vertices (or trimers) with lattice parameter $a = 450$ nm and a vertex-to-vertex separation parameter $b = 500–800$ nm. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of one of the trimerized triangular lattice ($b = 615$ nm) consisting of Ising-type nanomagnets with lengths $L = 300$ nm and widths $W = 100$ nm. (c) Possible spin configuration at the three-nanomagnet vertices. (Left) Ice-rule (two-in/one-out or one-in/two-out) obeying configurations exhibit a sixfold degeneracy ($g = 6$) and a vertex charge $Q = \pm q$. (Right) Ice-rule violating (three-in or three-out) configurations exhibit a twofold degeneracy ($g = 2$) and a vertex charge $Q = \pm 3q$, highlighted by a larger colored circle at the center of each vertex. (d)–(f) Ordering competition in the trimerized triangular lattice. (d) Schematic drawing of a vortex-driven moment configuration consisting of 100% clockwise and anticlockwise vortices, which can only be fulfilled by violating the ice-rule at each three-nanomagnet vertex. (e) Ferromagnetic ice-rule dominated state, which does not necessarily support the formation of vortices. (f) A configuration that strictly obeys the ice-rule, but attempts at maximizing vortex formations can only be constructed with clockwise- and anticlockwise vortices forming at around 66% of all triangles. The dark and bright coloring of nanomagnets in (d)–(f) corresponds to the contrast observed in XMCD images. Magnetic moments pointing towards the incoming x rays [red arrow in (e)] will appear dark, while moments with a nonzero component opposing the incoming x rays will appear bright.

ordering preferences are not fully compatible with one another. The formation of vortices leads to ice-rule violations, whereas an ice-rule dictated structure destroys the vortex configurations [see illustrations in Fig. 1(c) and Figs. 1(d)–1(f)]. The other nearest-neighbor interaction $J_3$ couples collinear nanomagnets from vertex to vertex and supports the formation of ferromagnetic-type moment configurations. It is the interplay of $J_1$, $J_2$, and $J_3$ that will dictate ordering preferences, as the lattice parameter $b$ is varied.

II. METHODS

A. Sample fabrication and magnetic imaging

Dipolar trimerized triangular lattice structures are fabricated using a lift-off assisted electron-beam lithography process. This process includes the following steps: A $1 \times 1$ cm$^2$ silicon (100) substrate is first spin coated with a 70-nm-thick layer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) resist. This is followed by electron-beam exposure, where patterns of interest are then defined onto the substrate using a VISTEC VB300 electron-beam writer. Next, a 2.7-nm-thick ferromagnetic permalloy (Ni$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$) film is thermally deposited at a base pressure of $2 \times 10^{-7}$ torr. This is followed by lift-off in acetone at a temperature of 50°C, where all unwanted magnetic material is removed. This process results in dipolar trimerized triangular lattices consisting of nanomagnets with lengths $L = 300$ nm, widths $W = 100$ nm, and thickness $d = 2.7$ nm [see example in Fig. 1(b)]. Structures with lattice parameter $b = 500$ nm, 545 nm, 600 nm, 615 nm, 625 nm, 700 nm, and 800 nm are generated. Each array covered an area of $60 \times 60$ μm$^2$.

Magnetic imaging was performed using the photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) endstation at the SIM beamline of the Swiss Light Source [48]. Dealing with ferromagnetic permalloy nanostructures, we employ x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Fe L3 edge [49].

B. Micromagnetic simulations

The strengths of the pairwise interactions ($J_1$, $J_2$, and $J_3$) for the dipolar trimerized triangular lattice are simulated using the micromagnetic package MUMAX3 [50] and equation $E = J_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j + E_0$, where $J_{ij}$ is the pairwise interaction strength, $\sigma_i = \pm 1$ is the mesoscopic Ising spin state, and
FIG. 2. Competing interaction strengths $J_1$, $J_2$, and $J_3$ plotted as a function of lattice parameter $b$. Most relevant to the competition between short-range ordered ice-rule domination and long-range ordered vortex formations is the equalization of $J_1$ and $J_2$ around $b = 542$ nm, where the dominant coupling changes from $J_2$ to $J_1$.

$E_0$ is the self-energy of the system without any interactions. Simulations are performed using bulk material parameters for Permalloy nanomagnets with a lateral dimension of 300 x 100 nm$^2$ ($L \times W$): a saturation magnetization $M_{sat}$ of 790 kA/m, an exchange stiffness constant $A_{ex}$ of 13 pJ/m, and zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The cell size is $2 \times 2 \times 2.5$ nm$^3$, and the lattice parameter $a$ is 450 nm, while the parameter $b$ is varied from 400 to 800 nm in steps of 10 nm. These simulations reveal that competing interactions $J_1$ and $J_2$ equalize around $b = 542$ nm (see Fig. 2), marking the point where we expect the highest degree of frustration and ordering competition. As $b$ increases, $J_2$ and $J_3$ continue to decrease, while $J_1$ remains constant (see Fig. 2) and is expected to dominate at higher values of $b$. In other words, as $J_1$ domination sets in, we expect configurations that adhere to ice-rule [see Fig. 1(c)] constraints, but where the weakened influence of $J_2$ and $J_3$ will still contribute to ordering preferences.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Thermal annealing and low-energy states

Following sample fabrication, the samples were placed in a vacuum at room temperature for several weeks. The chosen nanomagnet thickness of 2.7 nm and lateral dimensions ($L = 300$ nm and $W = 100$ nm) are chosen, so that thermally driven moment reorientation within the patterned nanomagnets at the time scale of a few seconds starts at blocking temperatures $T_B$ below 200 K [11,17,51]. Therefore, the room temperature waiting period ensures that structures have enough time to relax towards their low energy configurations [15,17]. Following this annealing procedure, the sample is transferred into the PEEM and cooled down to 90 K (below $T_B$), after which XMCD magnetic contrast maps are recorded [see Figs. 3(a)–3(d)]. For statistics, this process was repeated up to three times on four different arrays of the same lattice parameter. For small lattice parameters $b = 500$ nm, we see long-range ordered configurations dominated by clockwise and

FIG. 3. (a)–(d) XMCD images (recorded at 90 K) of frozen low-energy states achieved after thermal annealing on trimerized triangular lattices with lattice parameter (a) $b = 500$ nm, (b) $b = 545$ nm, (c) $b = 615$ nm, and (d) $d = 700$ nm. The red arrow in (a) indicates the incoming x-ray direction. Magnetic moments pointing towards the x rays will appear dark, while moments pointing in the opposite direction will appear bright. The yellow dashed frames in (b) highlight clusters of vortex-dominated configurations, while the magenta dashed frames in (b) and (c) highlight ferromagnetic-type clusters, where all magnetic moments point into one direction. (d) Spin correlation measures extracted from low-energy configurations plotted as a function of lattice parameter $b$. The error bars are standard deviations resulting from 10 to 15 annealed configurations at each value of $b$. 

Magnetic moments pointing towards the x rays will appear dark, while moments pointing in the opposite direction will appear bright. The yellow dashed frames in (b) highlight clusters of vortex-dominated configurations, while the magenta dashed frames in (b) and (c) highlight ferromagnetic-type clusters, where all magnetic moments point into one direction. (d) Spin correlation measures extracted from low-energy configurations plotted as a function of lattice parameter $b$. The error bars are standard deviations resulting from 10 to 15 annealed configurations at each value of $b$. 

Magnetic moments pointing towards the x rays will appear dark, while moments pointing in the opposite direction will appear bright. The yellow dashed frames in (b) highlight clusters of vortex-dominated configurations, while the magenta dashed frames in (b) and (c) highlight ferromagnetic-type clusters, where all magnetic moments point into one direction. (d) Spin correlation measures extracted from low-energy configurations plotted as a function of lattice parameter $b$. The error bars are standard deviations resulting from 10 to 15 annealed configurations at each value of $b$.
anticlockwise vortices [see example in Fig. 3(a) and illustration in Fig. 1(d)]. This is the same ground state predicted for the so-called artificial triangular spin ice [45]. As predicted by the aforementioned micromagnetic simulations, the annealed moment configurations achieved in the structure with \( b = 545 \text{ nm} \) reveals a high degree of ordering competition, as we see small clusters of both ice-rule obeying configurations and vortex-dominated formations [see Fig. 3(b)], without any particular configuration being able to dominate. This indicates that competing interactions are equalized, and maximum frustration is achieved. As \( b \) is increased further, we start to see a transition towards configurations consisting of larger ferromagnetic-type domains [see an example of a domain highlighted with a dashed magenta frame in Fig. 3(c)], where magnetic moments point in the same direction. Here, the ice rule dominates, as the three-nanomagnet vertices order such that they satisfy the constraints given by the ice-rule, while still attempting to minimize the \( J_2 \) and \( J_1 \) interactions as much as possible.

The real-space observations are quantitatively evaluated by extracting nearest-neighbor correlation measures, as has been done for other artificial spin ice systems [2,3,5,21]. A correlation measure \( C \) between moments such as \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) [see Fig. 1(b)], labeled as \( C_{\alpha\beta} \), is given a value +1, if the inner product of these moments is positive and a value −1, if their inner product is negative. The average is then calculated for the entire spin configuration. The correlation measures plotted as a function of \( b \) in Fig. 3(e), perfectly reflect the aforementioned visual observations. At \( b = 500 \text{ nm} \), the long-range vortex-dominated order is reflected by the correlation measures being close to the maximum values ±1 [see Fig. 3(e)]. Interestingly, already at \( b = 545 \text{ nm} \), \( C_{\alpha\beta} \) and \( C_{\alpha\gamma} \) reduce to values between 0 and −0.1, while all other correlations drastically drop to positive values between 0 and 0.1 [see Fig. 3(e)]. From that point onwards, all correlation measures seem to fluctuate between −0.1 and 0.1, as \( b \) increases, while \( C_{\alpha\beta} \) consistently increases towards values close to 0.333 [see Fig. 3(e)]. This particular value of 0.333 represents a strict ice-rule obedience [3,14] and indicates that the system is indeed moving towards an ice-rule dominated order at higher values of the lattice parameter \( b \). The persistent small positive values of other correlation measures, for example, \( C_{\alpha\epsilon} \) [see Fig. 3(e)], indicates that long-range ferromagnetic-type ordering (domains of moments pointing in the same direction) is preferred. We infer that this is a direct consequence of the long-range nature of dipolar interactions between the patterned nanomagnetic vertices. In particular, interaction \( J_3 \), despite being the weakest of all three relevant nearest-neighbor interactions, supports such ferromagnetic ordering patterns and maintains ice-rule obedience. In other words, the long-range ferromagnetic order maintains satisfaction to both \( J_1 \) and \( J_3 \), making it the preferred ordering pattern with increasing \( b \). It influences \( C_{\alpha\epsilon} \) to remain weakly positive even at high \( b \) values and hinders the establishment of a purely short-range ordered phase dominated by strict ice-rule adherence with no long-range order.

While an ice-rule dominated order can theoretically support the formation of clockwise and anticlockwise vortices at around 66% of all triangles [see Fig. 1(f)], this state is never experimentally observed. Instead, the system appears to transition from a vortex-driven phase for lattices with \( b = 500 \text{ nm} \) to ferromagnetic states with ice-rule obedience and a vortex population of around 25% (see Fig. 4), at higher lattice spacings. This vortex population matches the statistical probability of randomly observing vortex states within a nanomagnet triangle (see inset in Fig. 4). When competing interactions \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \) are equalized around \( b = 545 \text{ nm} \), 34% of the triangles still form a vortex state. From all these observations, it is obvious that the ferromagnetic ordering (pushed by \( J_3 \)) strongly competes and limits the formation of vortices.

**B. Temperature-dependent thermal fluctuations**

As a next step, we turn our focus to temperature-dependent observations of thermal fluctuations in the dipolar trimerized triangular lattice (see example in the Supplemental Material movie [52]). For comparison, we performed these measurements on two structures, the first having a lattice parameter \( b = 545 \text{ nm} \) (close to the critical value of \( 542 \text{ nm} \)) and the second with \( b = 625 \text{ nm} \). The structure with \( b = 545 \text{ nm} \) had a blocking temperature \( T_B = 142 \text{ K} \), and we conducted our temperature-dependent observations up to a temperature of \( 205 \text{ K} \). At six different temperatures between 142 K and 205 K, we recorded XMCD image sequences containing 70–100 images at each temperature. Magnetic configurations recorded within these image sequences allows us to extract temperature-dependent magnetic structure factors [13,19,21] [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. The same type of experiment was performed on a structure with \( b = 625 \text{ nm} \) between its blocking temperature \( T_B = 170 \text{ K} \) and the highest temperature \( T = 217 \text{ K} \), above which thermal fluctuations become too fast for XMCD imaging. Again, temperature-dependent magnetic structure factors are extracted [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. Visually, from real-space observations, we see that the system transitions from a vortex-dominated long-range ordered ground state to a more ferromagnetic-type ordering. The lattice with \( b = 545 \text{ nm} \), where competing interactions are equalized (see Fig. 2), exhibits a highly diffuse scattering pattern throughout the entire temperature range.

FIG. 4. Experimentally observed clockwise and anticlockwise vortex populations plotted as a function of lattice parameter \( b \). The inset highlights that two out of eight (25%) triangles form such vortex states, on a purely statistical basis.
FIG. 5. (a) and (b) Magnetic structure factors for the $b = 545$ nm sample at (a) $T = 180$ K and (b) $T = 205$ K. The $x$ and $y$ axis are plotted in reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) using a unit cell of length of $a + b$. (c) and (d) Magnetic structure factors for the sample with $b = 625$ nm recorded at (c) $T = 194$ K and (d) $T = 217$ K. (e) Calculated magnetic structure factor of a long-range ordered state consisting of clockwise and anticlockwise vortices. (f) Calculated magnetic structure for a multidomain ferromagnetic phase within a trimerized triangular lattice. (g) Temperature dependence of structure factor intensities for the $b = 545$ nm structure, at $q = (0,2.3)$ in $q$ space, which reflects the evolution of ferromagnetic order as a function of temperature. (h) Same temperature dependence for the $b = 625$ nm sample. The error bars in (g) and (h) result from standard deviations from sequences containing 70–100 images at each temperature.

[see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], which reflects the high degree of frustration-induced disorder in this system. The $b = 625$ nm lattice shows sharp peaks embedded in slightly diffusive backgrounds in its magnetic structure factors [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. In order to quantitatively understand these patterns, it is useful to look at magnetic structure factors calculated for a fully ordered vortex state [see Fig. 5(e)] and a multidomain ferromagnetic state [see Fig. 5(f)]. Doing so, we see that the peak positions $q = (0,2.3)$ best reflect ferromagnetic order. Looking at the temperature dependence of intensities at this peak position, we see that ferromagnetic order weakens for the $b = 545$ nm lattice [see Fig. 5(g)]. In contrast to that, the $(0,2.3)$ peak intensities for the $b = 625$ nm structure first decrease when going from 170 to 190 K, before rapidly rising when heating towards 220 K [see Fig. 5(h)]. In general, we see sharp peaks emerging in the magnetic structure factor that coincide with both ferromagnetic and vortex ordering, as the sample is heated [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. A possible scenario that might explain this temperature dependence is that the $b = 625$ nm structure might be trapped in a local minimum upon cooling from room temperature, which is then overcome upon heating, as the system is allowed to explore...
more configurations and equilibrate in a phase that seems to combine features of a multidomain long-range ferromagnetic order coinciding with clockwise and anticlockwise vortices, which occupy 21%–25% of all triangles.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, the trimerized triangular lattice is an interesting artificial frustrated spin system, which allows the combination of features from highly frustrated artificial kagome spin ice [3,7] and artificial triangular spin ice [45]. It exhibits various competing interactions, which can be directly controlled by the lattice parameter $b$. Tuning of the strengths of the interactions allows it to transition from a long-range ordered ground state dominated by clockwise- and anticlockwise vortices, through a highly disordered state, when competing interactions are equalized, to a phase manifested by an increasing ice-rule obedience and a preference for ferromagnetic-type moment alignments. The variety of ordering preferences as interactions $J_1$ and $J_2$ are varied and equalized pose interesting questions, regarding its ground state and potential phase transitions at lower or higher temperatures, which can be either addressed via simulations [41,53,54] or experimentally, if structures with lowered blocking temperatures can be generated [55]. Newly emerging coherent x-ray scattering techniques [56] appear to be the best method for shedding light on these open questions. Three-nanomagnet trimers and kagome-based artificial spin ice systems also pose an intriguing case for studies on spin dynamics [31,57,58] and the dipolar trimerized triangular lattice will be an interesting addition to those investigations.
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